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ABSTRACT

We make use of a new hybrid method to simulate the long-term, multiple-orbit disc
formation through tidal disruptions of rocky bodies by white dwarfs, at high-resolution
and realistic semi-major axis. We perform the largest-yet suite of simulations for dwarf
and terrestrial planets, spanning four orders of magnitude in mass, various pericentre
distances and semi-major axes between 3 AU and 150 AU. This large phase space of
tidal disruption conditions has not been accessible through the use of previous codes.
We analyse the statistical and structural properties of the emerging debris discs, as
well as the ejected unbound debris contributing to the population of interstellar aster-
oids. Unlike previous tidal disruption studies of small asteroids which form ring-like
structures on the original orbit, we find that the tidal disruption of larger bodies usu-
ally forms dispersed structures of interlaced elliptic eccentric annuli on tighter orbits.
We characterize the (typically power-law) size-distribution of the ejected interstellar
bodies as well as their composition, rotation velocities and ejection velocities. We find
them to be sensitive to the depth (impact parameter) of the tidal disruption. Finally,
we briefly discuss possible implications of our results in explaining the peculiar vari-
ability of Tabby’s star, the origin of the transit events of ZTF J0139+5245 and the
formation of a planetary core around SDSS J1228+1040.

Key words: planets and satellites: terrestrial planets, hydrodynamics, stars: white
dwarfs

1 INTRODUCTION

Between 25% to 50% of all WDs (Zuckerman et al. 2003,
2010; Koester et al. 2014) are found to be polluted with
heavy elements. The existence of orbiting gas and dust as
deduced from measurements of infrared excess and metal
emission lines are thought to originate from accretion of
planetary material (Debes & Sigurdsson 2002; Jura 2003;
Kilic et al. 2006; Jura 2008). In particular, the inferred
composition of both WD atmospheres (Wolff et al. 2002;
Dufour et al. 2007; Desharnais et al. 2008; Klein et al. 2010;
Gänsicke et al. 2012; Jura & Young 2014; Harrison et al.
2018; Hollands et al. 2018; Doyle et al. 2019; Swan et al.
2019) and their discs (Reach et al. 2005; Jura et al. 2007;
Reach et al. 2009; Jura et al. 2009; Bergfors et al. 2014;
Farihi 2016; Manser et al. 2016; Dennihy et al. 2018) sug-
gests that the polluting material is terrestrial-like and typi-
cally dry.

Such material was suggested to originate from
planetary bodies which are perturbed by some
mechanism (Debes & Sigurdsson 2002; Bonsor et al.
2011; Debes et al. 2012; Kratter & Perets 2012;

Perets & Kratter 2012; Shappee & Thompson 2013;
Michaely & Perets 2014; Veras & Gänsicke 2015;
Stone et al. 2015; Hamers & Portegies Zwart 2016; Veras
2016; Payne et al. 2016; Caiazzo & Heyl 2017; Payne et al.
2017; Petrovich & Muñoz 2017; Stephan et al. 2017;
Smallwood et al. 2018) to highly eccentric orbits with prox-
imity to the WD, and are subsequently tidally disrupted to
form a circumstellar disc of planetary debris.

Neither the original processes that form debris disks
around WDs (Veras et al. 2014), nor the subsequent
processes that generate a more compact accretion disc
(Veras et al. 2015) nor the actual accretion processes onto
the WD (Jura 2008; Rafikov 2011; Metzger et al. 2012) are
entirely understood. The former in particular, is still very
much an open question. We do not know how the origi-
nal debris disc initially forms, or in what way are the de-
bris properties affected by the orbit, eccentricity, size and
composition of the tidally disrupted progenitor. We are also
driven by recent discoveries of disintegrating minor plan-
ets with short (Vanderburg et al. 2015) as well as much
longer (Vanderbosch et al. 2019) periodicity, the possible
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2 Malamud & Perets

leftover core of a planet whose outer layers have been re-
moved (Manser et al. 2019). These discoveries have gener-
ated a wide interest that extends beyond the white dwarf
and planet-formation communities, and which emphasize
the potential importance of understanding the initial stages
of tidal disruption and debris disc formation.

To date, there exist very few detailed simulations of disc
formation through tidal disruptions by WDs (Debes et al.
2012; Veras et al. 2014), and these are limited in resolu-
tion and length due to the computational expense of the
hydrodynamical/N-body simulations involved. In an accom-
panying paper (Malamud & Perets 2019; hereafter Paper I)
we have presented a novel hybrid hydrodynamical-analytical
approach that can resolve such difficulties. In this paper we
utilize the code to perform the largest-yet suite of simu-
lations of tidal disruptions of dwarf and terrestrial planets
by WDs, covering a large set of orbital setups, and a very
wide range of masses up to terrestrial planet size. This phase
space probes for the first time the formation sequence, conse-
quences and ensuing properties of debris discs that emerge
in such tidal disruptions. Without the hybrid model, such
initial conditions were never before accessible through the
use of any previous code.

In paper I, we discuss the distinctive difference between
debris discs of small versus large disrupted planetesimals.
Given characteristic Solar system distances, small asteroids
usually form a narrow ring in which all the asteroid mate-
rial is bound to the star and remains on semi-major axes
close to that of the original projenitor (in similarity to the
Veras et al. (2014) study). Such disruptions are therefore
termed ’non-dispersive regime’. In contrast, larger dwarf or
terrestrial sized planets usually form a completely different
debris disc, in which just over half of the material becomes
tightly bound to the star (compared to the original progen-
itor orbit) and the other half becomes unbound. Such dis-
ruptions are therefore termed ’bi-modal regime’. This paper
is the first to present detailed simulations of the latter type.

The layout of the paper is structured as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 we briefly review our hybrid approach, and the criteria
for selecting a suite of hybrid simulations of tidal disruptions
by WDs, spanning a large range of masses, semi-major axes
and pericentre distances. In Section 3 we track the forma-
tion process of the ensuing debris discs, characterizing their
typical formation timescales, and discussing their statistical
properties, including fragment orbits, sizes and rotations. In
Section 4 we track the ejected unbound debris that form
interstellar asteroids. We likewise discuss the statistics of
their size distribution, rotation and velocity. In Section 5 we
briefly discuss possible implications and future work regard-
ing the origin of the variability of Tabby’s star, the tran-
siting object ZTF J0139+5245, and the formation of what
could be a planetary core remnant in SDSS J1228+1040, po-
tentially arising from tidal disruptions of dwarf or terrestrial
sized planets. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize the paper’s
main points.

2 THE HYBRID APPROACH: A STUDY OF

TIDALLY DISRUPTED DWARF AND

TERRESTRIAL PLANETS

2.1 Outline

The hybrid approach is intended for an efficient treatment
of disc formation by tidal disruptions. The details of this
approach are introduced and discussed in detail in Paper I.
Here we only provide a brief review of the main ideas.

The approach makes use of the fact that the primary
processes taking place during these tidal disruptions are re-
stricted to a relatively small spatial domain. First, we recall
that the differential gravitational force that breaks the ob-
ject apart is relevant only to the Roche limit of the star. The
second important phase is fragmentation. It is during this
phase, that small particles in the tidal stream may collapse
by the stream’s own self-gravity, to form larger fragments.
The relevant spatial domain here, as discussed in Paper I,
is also rather small, exceeding the tidal sphere only by an
order of magnitude or so. Overall, the breakup and frag-
mentation phases constitute only a tiny fraction of the total
spatial domain (of the original orbit), and are confined to
the immediate environment of the star.

Our approach is therefore to restrict the SPH compu-
tations only to this relatively small domain, and to omit
unnecessary calculations outside of it. Following the frag-
mentation phase, we identify the emerging fragments (whose
constituent particles form spatially connected clumps of ma-
terial), and for the reminder of their orbits, their trajecto-
ries are calculated and tracked analytically, assuming Keple-
rian orbits. Our hybrid program simply places each fragment
once again near the star’s Roche limit, based on its return or-
bital elements. This approach computationally outperforms
full SPH modeling by at least a few orders of magnitude,
and the benefit increases for more eccentric orbits. We make
the assumption that the disc of debris is largely collision-
less (shown to be accurate at the 99% level in Paper I), as
well as dynamically unaffected by radiation or other pro-
cesses. The returning fragment immediately undergoes an
additional tidal disruption, potentially splitting into a new
set of fragments, with their own unique dispersion in orbital
parameters, and so on, in an iterative process.

The hybrid code’s main task is to identify the fragments,
accurately calculate their orbits and especially handle the
synchronization and timing of the subsequent disruptions.
Apart from this, its other procedural task is handling the
SPH job dissemination. The hybrid code terminates when
reaching one of two outcomes: either all fragments have
ceased disrupting given their exact size, composition and
orbit; or fragment disruption is inhibited when reaching its
minimum size - that of a single SPH particle.

2.2 Simulation suite and code setup

The only previous work to simulate tidal disruptions and
disc formation around WDs, considered small, kilometre-
sized asteroids (Veras et al. 2014). Using the same modified
N-body simulation model and a similar setup, disruptions of
larger objects around a WD were also investigated by the
same authors (Veras et al. 2017), however they do not dis-
cuss the formation of a disc or its emerging features, but
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rather focus on the rate of mass shedding of a differenti-
ated planetesimal. Here we perform a complimentary in-
vestigation, studying for the first time objects that range
in size from small dwarf-planets to terrestrial-sized planets,
while focusing on the emerging debris discs. We note that
the tail in the mass distribution function observed in WD
atmospheres (see Figure 6 in (Veras 2016)) does not cur-
rently reach beyond the mass of a typical dwarf-planet, how-
ever this could merely be an observational constraint. Cer-
tainly the large and dense orbiting object from Manser et al.
(2019) implies that more massive planet or dwarf-planet dis-
ruptions are a possibility.

For our suite of simulations, whose results are summa-
rized in Section 3 and 4 below, we consider multiple pericen-
tre distances: 0.1R⊙, 0.5R⊙ and 1R⊙. The significance of the
pericentre distance is discussed in length in Paper I, where
it was shown that a large pericentre distance close to the
Roche limit, results in a partial disruption, shedding only a
small fraction of the planet’s mass, emanating from its outer
portions. Whereas if the pericentre is halved, the disruption
is full. It forms a classic narrow stream of debris, however
the stream is gravitationally self-confined, and it collapses to
form multiple fragments, which later also collide and merge
among themselves, forming smaller second-generation parti-
cles. If the pericentre is merely a small fraction of the Roche
limit, the disruption is both full and violent, such that the
stream is gravitationally unconfined and the planet becomes
almost entirely disassociated into its constituent particles.

Here we focus primarily on partial disruptions from
large pericentre distances for the following reasons. As men-
tioned in Section 1, numerous possibilities have been sug-
gested regarding the mechanisms that inject planetesimals
to tidal crossing orbits. At our current level of understand-
ing however, it is not yet possible to quantify their rela-
tive importance. Hence, we cannot estimate what choice
of q is physically more judicious or probable than any
other, arbitrary choice. Generally speaking, studies of plan-
etesimal injection rates (through the use of loss-cone for-
malism, e.g. Rickman et al. (2008); Grishin & Veras (2019)
and references therein) in the fast diffusion, full loss-cone
regime suggest a linear dependence on the closest approach
(Perets & Gualandris 2010). However, in the empty loss-
cone regime, planetesimals diffuse slowly and therefore typ-
ically go through Roche grazing orbits before further dif-
fusing into more radial orbits. In other words, at least in
the empty loss-cone regime, deeper disruptions are more
depleted compared with the full loss-cone regime, and our
choice to focus on large q therefore gains more credibility.
Finally, based on Paper I, we know that the hybrid model
performs very well for large q. If one is to choose arbitrarily,
it is plausible to focus on a high value of q, since the disc
formation cannot otherwise be studied by any other means
or existing models.

The fiducial WDmass in all of our simulations is 0.6 M⊙,
a common choice in many WD studies (Veras et al. 2014).
We consider the objects listed in Table 1, as approximate So-
lar system analogues of dry composition, noting that we are
not at all concerned with simulating their precise physical
properties. We merely wish to cover a large range of masses
and orbits, varying by several orders of magnitude.

For our Solar system analogues we select Earth
(terrestrial-sized), Mars (planetary embryo sized), Vesta

Table 1. Hybrid suite of simulations.

Solar system analogue Mass (M⊕) a (AU) q (R⊙)

Earth 1 3 0.1, 0.5, 1
Mars 0.1 3 0.1, 0.5, 1
Main-belt (Vesta) 0.0001 9 1
Satellite (Io) 0.01 17 1
Kuiper-belt (Eris) 0.001 150 1

The listed masses are roughly compatible with our Solar system
analogues. The semi-major axis a is estimated assuming orbital
expansion of approximately thrice the original orbit, and the
pericentre distance q is given in units of the WD’s Roche radius.

(main-belt rocky asteroid), Io (rocky satellite) and Eris
(rocky Kuiper-belt object). Coincidentally, their masses vary
by approximately one order of magnitude each, covering four
orders of magnitude relative to the Earth’s mass.

The distances listed in Table 1 are the final semi-major
axes during the WD stellar evolutionary phase. At a = 3

AU, the orbit roughly corresponds to the maximum stellar
radius of a ∼2M⊙ star (a 0.6 M⊙ WD progenitor) during the
AGB phase (Mustill & Villaver 2012). A planetesimal orbit-
ing at 1 AU will undergo orbital expansion of a factor of
∼ 3 (20.6), hence it has the potential to survive to the WD
stage. We thus consider 3 AU to be the lowest possible semi-
major axis permitted for these simulations. According to
more detailed analyses by Mustill & Villaver (2012), Earth-
like planets undergoing adiabatic orbital expansion may only
survive engulfment by a 2M⊙ thermally pulsating AGB star
when their initial orbit is beyond about 2 AU. Hence, they
are more likely to have a final semi-major axis of 6-7 AU. We
further note that orbital decay by tidal interaction during
the much longer RGB phase is not important for terrestrial
planets, since according to previous studies they do not ex-
perience strong tidal forces as do gas giants (Villaver et al.
2014) (but the gas-giant migration can still affect the orbital
stability of smaller terrestrial planets). Here we shall ignore
all such complexities and simply select the smallest, physi-
cally permitted semi-major axis of 3 AU, to be used as the
minimum semi-major axis throughout this paper. The sub-
sequent semi-major axes in Table 1 therefore correspond to
the main-sequence orbits of 1, 2.7, 5 and 45 AU, respectively.

The details concerning the miluphCUDA SPH code
setup, which is used to model the disruptions in the hy-
brid model, are identical to the those used in the full SPH
simulations in Paper I (see details therein). For simplicity,
we assume the same ’terrestrial-like’ composition and struc-
ture for all the analogue objects listed in Table 1. I.e, they
are all composed of a rocky mantle and an iron core (with
70% and 30% mass fractions respectively), despite obvious
differences between them that might render their composi-
tion, in reality, rather dissimilar (especially the Kuiper-belt
analogue).

Finally, the resolution used in the hybrid model for this
study ranges between 50K and 500K SPH particles. It is
orders of magnitude higher than that used in the full SPH
simulations discussed in Paper I, as indeed any other previ-
ous disc formation study. In most of the simulations below
we use a nominal resolution of 200K SPH particles.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)
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3 DISC FORMATION AND PROPERTIES

3.1 Semi-major axis distribution

We analyse the histogram distribution of the semi-major
axis a for various simulations. In Figure 1, we first look
at simulations of Earth-sized planets, comparing their his-
tograms (normalized by the total number of disrupted frag-
ments) for different values of the pericentre distance q. Here
the planet’s original semi-major axis is 3 AU, and the WD
mass is 0.6M⊙. We note that these histograms capture the
debris state at the end of the simulations. Hence, they may
represent one major disruption event, as in the case of Panel
1(a); a superposition of the planet disruption and a multi-
tude of fragment disruptions, corresponding to the full yet
gravitationally self-confined state represented in Panel 1(b);
or a superposition of several partial disruptions that rip only
of the outer portions of the original planet, and eventually
the entire planet, as in Panel 1(c). Such distinctions are im-
portant for our interpretation of the histogram results, and
in Section 3.2 we further discuss the temporal evolution.

In Paper I, we introduce an analytical impulse approx-
imateion model, where we denote the planetesimal radius
as R, and the displacement of its constituent particles as r,
where rcrit is the critical displacement from the planetesi-
mal’s centre of mass in the opposite direction of the WD,
beyond which all constituent particles will become unbound
after the disruption. For an Earth-like planet, rcrit ≪ R is a
reasonable approximation. Hence, we can associate such dis-
ruptions with the the bi-modal disruption regime (see Sec-
tion 1), and calculate the tightest (innermost) semi-major
axis of the disrupted constituent particles (á) in the ensuing
disc according to the analytical model. In the simple im-
pulse approximation view, the innermost á arises from the
radial separation of the particles on the planet’s surface, and
equals d22R, where d is the breakup distance. Plugging in
the relevant numbers, and replacing d for q, only the inner
cut-off in Panel 1(b) agrees with the analytical expectations
(dotted vertical lines), as the innermost semi-major axis is
calculated to be ∼ 0.06 AU, just like in the plot. For the
deep disruption the analytical calculation leads to ∼ 0.0025

AU, whereas Panel 1(a) cuts-off at a semi-major axis around
10 times larger. For the grazing disruption, the analytical
model leads to ∼ 0.25 AU, whereas Panel 1(c) cuts-off at a
semi-major axis of only 0.05 AU, around 5 times smaller.

The reason for this discrepancy is not trivial. We sug-
gest three potential causes. The impulse approximation an-
alytical model assumes that at the moment of breakup,
the body’s constituent particles instantaneously disassem-
ble from the spherical rigid body, and instead form a swarm
of particles with the same velocity as prior to the breakup
(v́= v), but now evolve independently according to their spa-
tial distribution. In reality, even if we assume the planet to
be non-rotating prior to the disruption, simulations suggest
that none of these assumptions is exactly correct. (a) The
precise moment of breakup is difficult to determine, but it
may actually precede the moment of closest approach (hence
affecting d); (b) The breakup is not instantaneous, and thus
to some extant the object deviates from sphericity when
this moment is reached (hence affecting R); (c) The non-
instantaneous transformation from the gravity-dominated to
the disassembled state also gives the particles an extra spin,
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Figure 1. Semi-major axis normalized histogram of the final de-
bris disc, formed by the tidal disruption of an Earth-sized planet
around a 0.6M⊙ WD. The planet original Semi-major axis is 3
AU, whereas its pericentre distance q is (a) 0.1R⊙; (b) 0.5R⊙ and
(c) 1R⊙, respectively. Resolution is 200K particles. Fragments re-
tained (a > 0) or escaped (a < 0) in the disruption are labelled in
Panel (a). The theoretical impulse approximation model limits for
the innermost semi-major axis are shown by vertical dotted lines.
For a top-down view of the corresponding (bound) disc layout
and temporal evolution see Paper I, Figure 8.
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thus deviating from the underlying assumption that v́ = v in
the analytical model.

If the planet is also rotating prior to entering the tidal
sphere, these points are amplified. How can this explain the
results in Figure 1? The cut-off in Panel 1(a) suggests that
a combination of a large planet and a deep disruption expe-
dite the moment of breakup. Simply put, the planet disrupts
prior to the moment of closest approach, which decreases
the semi-major axis dispersion. In Panel 1(c), the situation
is rather different. The disruption is partial, and only the
outermost particles disassemble from the rest of the planet.
Additionally, here the planet deforms slowly and the radial
distance of these particles during breakup likely increases,
in addition to obtaining an extra spin. Both of these effects
increase the semi-major axis dispersion and lead to a smaller
cut-off than predicted by the analytical model. Finally, Panel
1(c) depicts the state at the end of the evolution, whereas the
first flyby results in a much more modest dispersion (cut-off
at ∼ 0.15 AU), and only after the second flyby of the planet
do we reach the final ∼ 0.05 AU cut-off. The previously men-
tioned effects are most likely amplified by the newly gained
fast-rotation of the planet prior to entering the tidal sphere
for the second time.

Interestingly, for Figure 1, the overall outcome in the
semi-major axis dispersion turns out to be similar, despite
three, very different disruption modes. This relatively con-
stant outcome in varying q corroborates previous results
for stellar disruptions that also found an approximate con-
stancy in the (equivalent) energy spread (Stone et al. 2013;
Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013; Steinberg et al. 2019). To
our knowledge, this paper is the first to suggest the same in
planetary disruptions.

Lastly, we note that none of the inner cut-offs is as
small as that of the disintegrating minor planet around WD
1145+017. At ∼ 0.005 AU (Vanderburg et al. 2015), its or-
bit is one-fifth as small as the smallest value in Panel 1(a),
which could be another strong piece of evidence that this
object has undergone further evolution that tightened and
circularized its orbit.

Figure 1 also features a clear asymmetry between the
bound and unbound (negative semi-major axis) material,
which could be easily explained by repeated disruptions.
According to the analytical model, we might expect com-
plete symmetry, however, the histogram is normalized by
the number of disrupted fragments. Unbound fragments (or
’escaped’ in Panel 1(a)) never return to disrupt further,
whereas bound fragments do return, and are repeatedly dis-
sected to smaller and smaller pieces (according to the anal-
ysis in Section 3.2) and thus increase in numbers. In Panel
1(a), the disruption is very deep and the planet breaks into
its constituent particles already during the first flyby. The
relatively small number of fragments that return for sub-
sequent disruptions cause the distribution to depart from
symmetry, but the effect is small. In contrast, the bound
debris discs in Panels 1(b) and 1(c) are heavily processed
by repeated disruptions, thus increasing fragment numbers.
It is important to keep in mind that here the asymmetry is
not indicative of the mass fraction of bound and unbound
materials, which are approximately equal.

In Figure 2 we further show all the debris discs from
Table 1 that have a pericentre distance of q = 1R⊙, while the
semi-major axes and masses vary. In spite of varying in semi-
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Figure 2. Semi-major axis normalized histogram of the final
bound debris discs, formed by tidal disruption of several Solar
system analogue planets/dwarf-planets, around a 0.6M⊙ WD. All
have a similarly large pericentre of q = 1R⊙. Resolution is 200K
particles.

major axis, all of these simulations approximately satisfy
the condition rcrit ≪ R, hence the cut-off should be propor-
tional to d22R, but smaller by some factor due to the large
1R⊙ pericentre distance (as we have discussed in detail for
Panel 1(c)). It is easily recognized that the innermost semi-
major axis cutoff and the peak in each curve correlates (left
to right) with the planet size/mass. The bigger the planet,
the smaller d22R. As previously mentioned, the innermost
semi-major axis cut-off points correspond to the surface con-
stituent particles (for which r = R and d22R), however the
peaks in the semi-major axis dispersion correspond to con-
stituent particles within the planets (i.e., r < R). Mathemat-
ically, the distributions from peak to cut-off should therefore
be narrower for the larger planets, as is clearly the case.

3.2 Size distribution

In principle the tidal disruption problem is determined from
the density ratio of the planet and the star. The higher the
(relative) planet density, the lower the Roche limit. If the
object passes within the Roche limit the material disrupts.
Setting aside other complicating aspects such as self-rotaion,
intrinsic material strength and complex internal structures,
if an object continues to pass within the Roche limit it should
in principle continue to disrupt to smaller and smaller pieces
until the latter finally reach a size in which the material
strength dominates, preventing any further disruptions.

In our numerical simulations, however, the minimum
size that can be attained is determined by the resolution.
Even our largest resolution, which exceeds that of any pre-
vious tidal disruption study by approximately two orders of
magnitude, still involves large single SPH particles of a char-
acteristic size of at least a few km. The limiting physical size
of strength-dominated particles which can withstand being
ripped apart by the tidal forces is however of the orders of
tens of meters to hundreds of meters (Brown et al. 2017),
and perhaps even smaller. Therefore, our initial expectation
is that eventually, our hybrid simulations would results in
a flat size distribution - exactly the size of a single SPH
particle.

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2019)



6 Malamud & Perets

In Figure 3 we show how the fragment size distribution
of a Mars analogue at 3 AU indeed evolves towards the nu-
merical minimum, as a function of time. Fragment radii are
plotted as a function of their semi-major axis. Each fragment
is depicted by a circle whose size is scaled with the number
of its constituent SPH particles, and the colour coding rep-
resents different compositions, as in the underlying colorbar.
In Panel 3(a) we show the original Mars-like planet, with ap-
proximately the correct dimensions, and an orbit at precisely
3 AU. Then, in Panel 3(b) the planet undergoes its initial
tidal breakup, disrupting and then fragmenting into multi-
ple clumps with tight orbits, in agreement to Figure 2, and
one major bound fragment with a semi-major axis greater
than that of the original planet. As we advance to the next
panels there is a sequential flattening in the size distribu-
tion, proceeding from left to right. The last remaining major
fragment is beyond 3 AU, and thus it takes longer than 1
orbital period of the original planet before it can disrupt.
After an additional orbit time, in Panel 3(d), the evolution
is nearly complete. Full completion is however reached only
when the last bound, extremely eccentric fragment, returns
to the tidal sphere one last time.

Note that at the end of the simulation in Panel 3(f), not
all the particles follow a single horizontal line, as might be
expected. Instead there is one prominent line in addition to
multiple others, that span a range of sizes, despite reaching
the minimum single SPH particle limit. The reason for this
behaviour is that the SPH particles span across a range of
densities. When we inspect the data in detail, we observe
that during this particular disc formation scenario many of
the particles inhabit the cold expanded region in the Tillot-
son equation of state due to the pulling apart motion of the
tidal stream, for the initial (major) tidal disruption. The
cold expanded state in the Tillotson equation of state phase
space is the region in which the density is lower than the ref-
erence density (at zero pressure) and the internal energy is
lower than the energy of incipient evaporation. This region
of the phase space is reached through tension rather than
compression (see Burger et al. (2018)).

We also analyse other simulations and find that low
particle densities may be reached through a different route
- the vaporization or partial vaporization regimes - which
occur when the internal energy surpasses the energy of com-
plete or incipient vaporization, respectively. Such high inter-
nal energy states are not reached in the scenario presented
in Figure 3, however for an Earth-mass planet with the same
orbital parameters, we do see some particles with internal
energies above the energy of incipient vaporization. These
particles gain their energy during the fragmentation phase,
when the stream collapses under its own gravity and the
compression in the outer layers of the largest fragments is
sufficiently high. High internal energies are especially dom-
inant in the more violent tidal disruptions with q = 0.1R⊙,
however in this case they occur at a much earlier stage when
the planet passes through the tidal sphere.

3.3 Formation time

The typical outcome of tidal disruptions is to grind down
a disrupted planet (bound disc) into smaller and smaller
pieces. In our simulation suite, planets are large enough and
orbit far from the star, and therefore fragments are often

Table 2. Hybrid disc formation progress (%).

Hybrid model q (R⊙) 1 Orbit 2 Orbits 5 Orbits

Earth 0.1 99.85 99.89 99.94
0.5 96.91 98.79 99.21
1.0 53.41 73.99 91.71

Mars 0.1 98.87 99.53 99.89
0.5 88.12 96.89 99.78
1.0 10.46 55.43 98.54

Main-belt (Vesta) 1.0 29.53 84.10 96.17
Satellite (Io) 1.0 12.13 56.96 99.98
Kuiper-belt (Eris) 1.0 36.70 74.31 100.0

The first two columns show the name and simulated pericentre
distance of each analogue planet. The last three columns show
the disc formation progress in %, i.e. the ratio between the
ongoing number of bound fragments to the final number at the
end of each simulation, as a function of the number of orbital
periods (of the original planet) since the initial planet disruption.

flagged to very tight orbits. It is also possible to find bound
fragments that are flagged out to larger orbits than that of
the original planet, however their fraction is typically very
small, and depends on the exact parameters of the problem.
By that logic, all the fragments interior to the original semi-
major axis are expected to re-disrupt before one orbit of the
original planet passes. They are obviously much smaller than
the original planet, and at least initially their size follows a
power law distribution (Section 3.2). Given their smaller size
and typically much tighter orbits their subsequent disrup-
tions are less dispersive than that of the original planet, but
they nevertheless keep dissecting into smaller pieces, since
their pericentre distance remains the same. Figure 3 is a
classic depiction of the aforementioned behaviour.

Now consider a simple exercise. A fragment disrupts
into sub-fragments that follow a power-law size distribu-
tion. Further consider a limiting case wherein the largest
sub-fragment is half the size of the original planet and has
the same semi-major axis. In this scenario the largest frag-
ment would reach one thousandth of the size of the original
fragment, within merely 10 orbital periods (210). In fact,
only the fragments that are initially flagged out to larger
orbital periods than that of the original planet take a long
time to disrupt and complete the formation of the disc. This
is exactly what we see in various hybrid models (e.g. Figure
3(f)).

By rule of thumb, therefore, the formation of the disc
should be rapid and typically take only a few orbits of the
original planet. This is indeed the outcome in all of our hy-
brid simulations. In Table 2, the disc formation progress for
our hybrid models is shown as a function of time, or rather
as a function of orbital periods of the original planet. Each
row corresponds to a different hybrid simulation. The name
is listed in the first column, the pericentre distance in the
second, and then the progress in % denotes the ratio be-
tween the number of bound fragments at time t to that at
the end of the simulation.

In general, the rate of disc formation inversely correlates
with the pericentre distance. Even in simulations in which
the pericentre is the largest and close to the Roche limit, 5
orbits are sufficient in order to gain a considerable progress.
In all simulations the disc formation is at least 91% complete
by merely 5 orbital periods of the original planet. We note
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(a) t=0, before disruption. (b) t=0.02 planet orbits.
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Figure 3. Temporal evolution of fragment size distribution, of a tidally disrupted Mars analogue (a = 3 AU and q = 0.5R⊙) around a
0.6M⊙ WD. Fragment radii are plotted as a function of their semi-major axis. Each fragment is depicted by a circle whose size is scaled
with the number of its constituent SPH particles, and the colour coding represents different compositions (see underlying colorbar).
Panels (a)-(f) depict the time progress in units of the original planet’s orbital period, at a = 3 AU. After 11471 such orbital periods, the
last remaining bound fragment disrupts.
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that in Table 2 the orbital period increases with each sim-
ulated planet (see Table 1), and therefore in absolute terms
the progress in t is slower.

3.4 Self-rotation distribution

We investigate the effect of tidal spin-up of fragments, with
the caveat that as disc formation progresses, the size dis-
tribution flattens out, eventually dissecting all fragments to
single SPH particles (see Section 3.2). For the latter, rotation
cannot be calculated, and we can only postulate on the self-
rotation properties of single SPH particles by extrapolation,
relying on earlier epochs in which we still have large frag-
ments in our disc. We nevertheless attempt to quantify the
fragment rotational properties during the disc formation,
because their rotation enhances tidal breakup (see related
discussion in Paper I), could contribute to understanding
phenomena like the Yarkovsky effect (see appendix of Paper
I) and since fast-spinning fragments can be further spun up
in a manner similar to that suggested by Makarov & Veras
(2019), if the Roche limit is effectively reduced owing to
fragment internal strength.

In Figure 4 we plot the cumulative distribution function
of all our hybrid simulations to gain some statistical insights.
We only calculate the orbital period for fragments with two
or more SPH particles, using the method in Malamud et al.
(2018), while single SPH particles do not provide any ro-
tational information and are therefore ignored. Note that
at the beginning of disc formation, we have small number
statistics for the q = 1R⊙ simulations (the disruptions be-
ing partial), while for the q = 0.1R⊙ simulations, virtually all
fragments are close to the single SPH particle size, even after
the first planet disruption, hence we have a similar problem.
Based on Table 2, we find 1 orbital period a suitable choice
to minimize small number statistics, at least for the majority
of simulations.

As indicated by the legend, the sub-plots differ such that
the more massive planets are depicted by thicker lines. Ad-
ditionally, the grayscale tone correlates with the pericentre
distance, such that the black colour corresponds to q = 1R⊙
simulations. The results indicate two major groupings. The
Earth simulations and the q = 0.1R⊙ Mars simulations are in
the first group, while the rest of the simulations are in the
second group. Both groups are characterized by fast rotating
fragments, however in the former group some 70-80% of the
fragments have rotation periods less than merely twice the
2.2 h cohesionless asteroid spin-barrier (Pravec et al. 2002).

3.5 Resolution dependence on convergence

We test the effect of resolution on the simulation results.
Our main goal is to investigate convergence in terms of the
bound disc fragment semi-major axis distribution.

For our comparison we simulate the Kuiper-belt/Eris
analogue case, where a = 150 AU and q = 1R⊙, in three dif-
ferent resolutions. In addition to our fiducial resolution value
of 200K SPH particles, we also produce two simulations with
low (50K) and high (500K) resolutions. Figure 5 then shows
the normalized histograms of these three simulations (see
legend), such that each histogram peaks at 1, and their mor-
phologies can be directly compared. We see that increasing
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Figure 4. The cumulative distribution function of disc fragment
rotation periods for all hybrid models in Table 1, after 1 orbital
period of the original planet. The line thickness correlates with
planet mass and its colour with pericentre distance, as shown in
the legend. The majority of simulations show very rapid fragment
rotation.
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Figure 5. Resolution dependence, comparing the eventual debris
disc of a tidally disrupted Kuiper-belt analogue (a = 150 AU and
q = 1R⊙) around a 0.6M⊙ WD. Three superimposed normalized
histograms for the fragment semi-major axis are presented, given
low (50K/dotted line), intermediate (200K/dashed line) and high
(500K/solid line) number of SPH particles.

the resolution has a relatively small impact. Thus, we con-
clude that the main characteristic of the disc, its semi-major
axis distribution of fragments, is hardly affected by resolu-
tion.

We do not check resolution convergence for the disc frag-
ment size distribution since the latter tends to be flat any-
way, due to the continuous grinding down of all the bound
debris to the level of smallest resolved single particles. Nev-
ertheless, in Appendix A we show that fragments with a
large pericentre distance (around 1R⊙) and a small number
of SPH particles (<500) do not undergo the expected dis-
ruption and flattening of the size distribution, however this
behaviour is not physical but rather results from numerical
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issues. We show that it can be solved either by increasing
the resolution or by decreasing the values of the artificial
viscosity parameters. We thus conclude that the grinding
down and flattening of the size distribution remains a valid
physical interpretation.

4 UNBOUND MATERIAL: EJECTION OF

INTERSTELLAR ASTEROIDS

4.1 Size distribution

As already mentioned, the scenarios in Table 1 are all charac-
terized by typical rcrit values much smaller than the object
radius, which means that nearly half of the initial planet
mass becomes unbound. The latter particles/fragments are
ejected to the interstellar space, hence, unlike bound debris,
they are not repeatedly dissected by subsequent disruptions
to flatten out their size distribution. Instead, fragment sizes
depend on the pericentre/breakup distance (see also Section
4.2). In all but the deepest disruptions, the emerging streams
collapse under their own self-gravity to form large fragments
from the debris. We thus expect a non-flat, and perhaps a
power-law size distribution. In contrast, very deep disrup-
tions violently break the planets into small, typically single
SPH particles, and the emerging streams of debris do not col-
lapse gravitationally to form larger fragments (see Section
1), hence we expect an outcome more closely resembling a
flat distribution, with only a small number of fragments that
coalesce from the denser part of the stream.

Indeed, Figure 6 shows the simulation outcomes to
broadly agree with these predictions. Here we compare the
unbound fragments that are ejected from a tidally disrupted
Earth analogue around a 0.6M⊙ WD, for varying pericentre
distances. The analysis is performed at the end of each sim-
ulation. Due to the similarity between the Earth and Mars
cases (see Section 4.2), only the former is plotted here.

The complementary cumulative distribution function
(or CCDF, the probability that fragment size is larger than
x) is indicative of a power law distribution when the axes
are linearly correlated (both axes are plotted in logarith-
mic scale). Figure 6 shows that only the simulation with
q= 0.5R⊙ generates an approximately power law distribution
for the unbound fragments. A larger pericentre distance re-
sults in an almost identical distribution for fragments up to
103 km, however, larger fragments are more depleted com-
pared to the former (See also Panels 7(b) and 7(c)). This
could be explained by the fact that for q = 0.5R⊙, the first
flyby results in a full disruption, ejecting most of the un-
bound material. In contrast, for q = 1R⊙ the first few disrup-
tions are partial, gradually ejecting smaller fragments from
the rocky mantle first, and only later on the (much smaller)
iron core disrupts entirely (see also Paper I for the discus-
sion of a similar case, with full SPH simulation). Finally, for
the q = 0.1R⊙ simulation we indeed get a much flatter size
distribution, as expected.

In our simulation suite, only the Earth and Mars ana-
logue cases have simulations with q = 0.5R⊙. From these
cases we can extract the unbound fragments’ size distribu-
tion power law exponent (the CCDF slope subtracted by 1),
which in both cases comes to approximately 4/3.
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Figure 6. Comparing the size distribution of unbound mate-
rial from a tidally disrupted Earth analogue (a = 3 AU) around
a 0.6M⊙ WD, with varying pericentre distances (q = 0.1 − 1R⊙,
correlating with greyscale tone). The complementary cumulative
distribution function is plotted as a function of size. Both axes
are in logarithmic scale, and only the simulation with q = 0.5R⊙
approximately curves out a power law distribution (linear corre-
lation in log).

4.2 Self-rotation and composition distribution

Unbound fragments are ejected to interstellar space at high
speeds, and maintain their rotational properties, as they
never again interact with their star of origin. In small,
Oumuamua-like fragments (Meech et al. 2017), with irregu-
lar shapes, the angular momentum following a tidal disrup-
tion can be misaligned with the axis of maximum moment of
inertia, so that the rotational velocity vector begins to pre-
cess and nutate (Scheeres et al. 2000). Such a tumbling mo-
tion has indeed been identified for Oumuamua, and given a
monolithic, high-rigidity structure, its extremely long damp-
ing timescale to return to principle-axis rotation could have
kept it that way (Fraser et al. 2018). In contrast, resolu-
tion limitations in our study and the initial large size of the
objects in Table 1, generate much larger fragments, rang-
ing from large asteroids to dwarf-planet size. Our goal is
therefore to study the rotation properties of the so called
rogue dwarf-planets/asteroids that are flung out to inter-
stellar space.

Figure 7 is identical to Figure 3, except that its x-axis
denotes the fragment’s orbital period, ranging from the co-
hesionless asteroid spin-barrier of 2.2 h (Pravec et al. 2002)
to 24 h. As before, each unbound fragment is depicted by
a circle whose size is scaled with the number of its con-
stituent SPH particles, and the colour coding represents dif-
ferent compositions, as in the underlying colorbar. There-
fore, this figure contains rotational, compositional and size
information for all unbound fragments, obtained after the
tidal disruption of Earth and Mars analogue planets around
a 0.6M⊙ WD, at the end of the simulation. Only these two
planets have three different pericentre distances, which en-
ables a more complete comparison.

From Figure 7 we draw several conclusions. (a) Un-
bound fragment properties, including their rotation periods,
composition and relative (to-progenitor) sizes are very sim-
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(a) Earth analougue, q = 0.1R⊙.
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(b) Earth analougue, q = 0.5R⊙.
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(c) Earth analougue, q = 1R⊙.
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(d) Mars analougue, q = 0.1R⊙.
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(e) Mars analougue, q = 0.5R⊙.
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(f) Mars analougue, q = 1R⊙.

Figure 7. Unbound fragment self-rotation distribution, of a tidally disrupted Earth (top row) and Mars (bottom row) analogues with
a = 3 AU, and q = 0.1R⊙ (first column), q = 0.5R⊙ (second column) and q = 1R⊙ (third column), around a 0.6M⊙ WD. The Fragment radii
are plotted as a function of their rotation period. Each fragment is depicted by a circle whose size is scaled with the number of its
constituent SPH particles, and the colour coding represents different compositions (see underlying colorbar). After 11471 such orbital
periods, the last remaining bound fragment disrupts.
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ilar between the Earth (top row) and Mars (bottom row)
cases, so at least for the unbound fragments this problem
appears relatively scale-invariant. (b) Between various peri-
centre distances (columns), however, variations are easily
noticeable. Physical differences in fragment formation and
in the timing of their formation (see Section 4.1) completely
change their properties. (c) In all panels, rotation and max-
imum fragment size inversely correlate. (d) Iron-composed
(or mixtures with higher-than-rock bulk density) fragments
generally rotate faster than purely rocky ones. The latter
could be understood from breakup-velocity arguments. The
breakup velocity is calculated from equating self-rotation
and self-gravity, and we may express the fragment rotation
period as a function of its density, such that Prot =

√
3πGρ,

hence the inverse correlation.

4.3 Velocity distribution

The velocity distribution of ejected planetesimals is also of
particular interest in regards to the recently observed inter-
stellar objects going through the Solar system (Meech et al.
2017; de León et al. 2019) or meteors of interstellar origin
(Siraj & Loeb 2019). Moreover, such ejections could give rise
to high velocity interstellar asteroids (or comets, although
we do not consider icy compositions in this paper specifi-
cally), and their discovery can potentially pinpoint to such
tidal disruption origin. We nevertheless note that unbound
fragments produced in this paper, are larger than the two
interstellar objects discovered in our Solar system thus far.
Their small size can only be understood in the context of
very deep tidal disruptions, or as second-generation frag-
ments from intra-collisions in the unbound tidal stream (see
related discussion in Paper I).

In Figures 8, 9 and 10 we show the detailed velocity
distribution found for the ejected debris. As can be seen,
ejection velocities could be highest for debris ejected from
the disruption of the largest objects.

In particular, similar to the case of the ejection of hyper-
velocity stars following the tidal disruption of a binary star
by a massive black hole (Yu & Tremaine 2003), the ejection
velocity should be of the order of:

veject =

√
2vδv (1)

where v is the velocity of the disrupted planet at the tidal
breakup radius, and δv is the extra velocity kick imparted
to an ejected unbound fragment. Such δv could be at most
the escape velocity for the disrupted planet. For example,
envision a fragment which is just marginally bound to the
planet, or think about a maximally rotating planet - the ve-
locity of the marginally bound fragment around the center of
mass of the planet is of the order of the escape velocity from
that planet. Upon disruption the fragment velocity adds as
a kick to the total velocity during a disruption, hence giving
rise to Eq. 1 following the same argument in Yu & Tremaine
(2003).

Given the escape velocities of Earth, Mars, Io, Eris and
Vesta (11.20, 5.00, 2.53, 1.38, 0.36 km × s−1, respectively),
their densities (5.50, 3.92, 3.53, 2.52, 3.42 g × cm−3, respec-
tively) and taking the upper range of the likely tidal radius
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Figure 8. Comparing V∞ of unbound material from a tidally dis-
rupted Earth analogue (a = 3 AU) around a 0.6M⊙ WD, with vary-
ing pericentre distances (q = 0.1−1R⊙, correlating with greyscale
tone). The probability density function is plotted as a function of
velocity. The maximal ejection velocities from analytical predic-
tions are shown by dotted vertical lines (extremely deep disrup-
tions increase the velocity by ∼30% and shown in grey colour).
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Figure 9. Comparing V∞ of unbound material from a tidally dis-
rupted Mars analogue (a = 3 AU) around a 0.6M⊙ WD, with vary-
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rt (C = 1.89, e.g. Bear & Soker (2013)):

rt

R⊙
=C

(

MWD

0.6M⊙

)13( ρ

3 g×cm−3

)−13

(2)

one would then expect maximal ejection velocities of 93, 61,
43, 31 and 16 km × s−1 respectively, nicely consistent with
the maximal ejection velocities we find from the detailed
simulations for encounters at q = 1R⊙. Note that even higher
velocities can be attained at significantly deeper encounters;
as discussed by Sari et al. (2010), these can provide for ejec-
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Figure 10. Comparing V∞ of unbound material from a tidally
disrupted Io (a = 17 AU, solid line), Eris (a = 150 AU, dashed line)
and Vesta (a = 9 AU, dotted line) analogues around a 0.6M⊙ WD,
with pericentre distance q = 1R⊙. The probability density function
is plotted as a function of velocity. The maximal ejection velocities
from analytical predictions are shown by same-style vertical lines.

tion velocities even up to ∼ 30% higher than those obtained
from Eq. 1, consistent with our q = 0.1R⊙ simulations.

Planetesimals ejected at the lowest velocities of less than
a few km × s−1, could be recaptured again into other plane-
tary systems (see e.g. Grishin et al. (2019); Grishin & Veras
(2019)) while ejection velocities >∼ 60 km × s−1 are signifi-
cantly higher than would be expected for debris ejected from
stars in the galactic disk, and could therefore potentially
point to a disruption origin, although high velocities could
also be related to halo stars. An observed interstellar object
with a high velocity whose direction could be traced to re-
side in the Galactic disk, would provide a potential smoking
gun signature.

5 POSSIBLE IMPLICATIONS FOR THE

ORIGIN OF TABBY’S STAR, ZTF

J0139+5245 AND SDSS J1228+1040

5.1 Tabby’s star - an ongoing disruption by an icy

dwarf-planet?

KIC 8462852 (a.k.a Tabby’s star) is an F type star which
features extraordinary dips in its light curve, of up to 20%,
first identified through the Kepler mission (Boyajian et al.
2016). Transit events last from a fraction of a day to several
days, and the observed morphology of the dips vary con-
siderably from case to case. Later observations suggested a
periodicity of 4.31 yr can be compatible with some of the
observed transits (Sacco et al. 2018). The star lacks signif-
icant excess infrared emmision (Thompson et al. 2016). To
further the enigma of KIC8462852, Schaefer (2016) found
evidence for secular dimming, with a 16% decrease in bright-
ness from 1890 to 1980. The Kepler data also showed sim-
ilar evidence for long-term dimming, with 3% over a 4 yr
timescale (Montet & Simon 2016).

Out of a multitude of hypotheses originally pro-
posed (Boyajian et al. 2016), a favourite among several au-

thors (Bodman & Quillen 2016; Neslušan & Budaj 2017;
Wyatt et al. 2018) was an exo-comet origin. This sce-
nario is deemed as potentially the most likely sugges-
tion, although it is not trivial to conceive an origin
for swarms (Bodman & Quillen 2016) or larger clumps
(Neslušan & Budaj 2017) of comet-like material, while also
explaining the secular dimming. Wyatt et al. (2018) suggest
that the secular dimming might be explained by dusty ma-
terial that is unevenly distributed around a single elliptical
orbit, but they do not consider in detail the origin of this
elliptical dust structure.

We suggest a potential solution perfectly compatible
with our hybrid model (but considering a main-sequence
star instead of a WD), and can self-consistently explain the
origin of the comets as well as the secular dimming. Pre-
vious studies (Bodman & Quillen 2016; Neslušan & Budaj
2017) suggest that the mass of transiting material is around
10−2 − 10−4M⊕. A tidally disrupted parent object with an
originally eccentric orbit and compatible mass, could tidally
disrupt and form smaller sub-fragments of active nuclei,
spewing gas and dust. An original orbit of several AU is
consistent with a non-dispersive disruption, given rcrit of or-
der ∼ 103 km, so it might generate a ring-like debris disc.
An original orbit of several tens of AU is consistent with a
bi-modal disruption, given rcrit of order ∼ 101 km, so it might
generate a dispersed disc of fragments, peaking at a few AU
(as in the Vesta curve in Figure 2). Both configurations are
therefore potentially compatible with a swarm of eccentric
fragments concentrated around 3 AU (for which the corre-
sponding orbit is tentatively around the 4.31 yr periodicity
reported by Sacco et al. (2018)).

The only caveat is that the density of the original par-
ent object cannot be too large, otherwise it would not tidally
disrupt at distances larger than the star’s circumference. Ad-
ditionally, note that the typical separations between Roche
radius and star circumference are much lower for main se-
quence stars than they are for WDs. Another possibility is
partial disruption of only the outer layers of a differentiated
object (like in Veras et al. (2017)). Thermo-physical models
and observations from the Solar system predict such differ-
entiated structures to be common, and the outermost layers
could be composed of a mixture of ice and rock (e.g. see
Malamud & Prialnik (2015); Malamud et al. (2017)).

Finally, the secular dimming is a natural consequence
of the hybrid model, as the number density of fragments
increases as a function of time. While swarms of larger ob-
jects produce the large transit events, the overall flux of
smaller debris in the disc increases on a timescale that is
proportional to the orbit of the major fragments/original
planet, and produces a gradual dimming of the star in a
quasi steady-state like manner.

The detailed study of this possibility will be explored
elsewhere, through the investigation of various plausible sce-
narios along the previously mentioned lines. We hypothesize
that this explanation could be explored as a general solution
for an entire class of similar dipper stars. Schaefer (2019)
shows that the other dippers do not exhibit evidence for
secular dimming, however, they also display much shallower
transits. It could be that KIC 8462852 simply captures the
phenomena at a much earlier stage.
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5.2 ZTF J0139+5245 - an early stage asteroid

disruption around a white dwarf?

In a recent paper, Vanderbosch et al. (2019) identify the sec-
ond WD for which repeated transits have been observed. In
contrast to the more widely known WD 1145+017, here the
transits duration are much longer, of the order of several
weeks, and the inferred periodicity is around 110 days.

According to the analysis of Vanderbosch et al. (2019),
the likely distance of closest approach could imply an eccen-
tricity larger than 0.97, and a maximum orbital separation
of 0.72 AU. At periastron, a transiting grain would take ∼1
minute to transit, and as much as 1-2 hours if at apastron.
The much longer transits observed, imply the presence of an
extended stream of disrupted debris.

Based on our current study, we deem the possibility of a
bi-modal type tidal disruption less likely than that of a non-
dispersive tidal disruption of a small asteroid. The latter is
expected to generate a coherent ring of debris with well-
separated transits, as seems to be the case here, whereas the
former might involve a multitude of fragments with very dif-
ferent timings (like in Figure 2). The transits duration are
also compatible with a non-dispersive ring of debris, since
numerical simulations in both the Veras et al. (2014) study
and in our validation tests in Paper I clearly show the grad-
ual lengthening of the tidal stream prior to completely filling
out the ring.

If this interpretation is correct, we are witnessing evi-
dence for an ongoing tidal disruption at a rather early stage
of its evolution. Our models predict that the ring should fill
out at timescales proportional to the orbit, and since the
orbit is not exceedingly long in this case, we might even pre-
dict that the entire filling of the disc could be monitored
within a few decades.

For modeling the ZTF J013906.17+524536.89 transits,
time step limitations make full SPH or N-body simulations
such as that of Veras et al. (2014) computationally difficult,
if not impossible, certainly at high resolutions. With the
hybrid model, however, we are not limited by the relatively
large orbit, and these issues can be explored in depth in a
future study.

5.3 Producing the possible intact planet core of

SDSS J1228+1040?

The popular exoplanet-searching transit method has proven
observationally difficult when used to search for planets
around WDs, given how faint they typically are. Recently,
Manser et al. (2019) have used short-cadence spectroscopy
in order to search for signs of random variations in the
gaseous emission of a WD (SDSS J122859.93+104032) with
a known gaseous disc, which they hypothesized would be
produced by random gas-generating collisions among parti-
cles of dust. Instead they found periodic variations, which
led the team to conclude that the emissions result from an
excited cloud of gas trailing a metallic object up to a few
hundred km in size, with a two-hour orbital period. Or else,
the planetesimal itself is producing the gas since its orbit is
close enough to the star (especially if it is eccentric), trig-
gering surface sublimation. This discovery may turn out to
become an additional important method for detecting plan-
etary material.

How might one produce a large intact iron object
with the size of up to several hundered km, and an or-
bit with a pericentre distance ranging from 0.34R⊙ (if ec-
centric) to 0.73R⊙ (if circular), is an outstanding question
(Manser et al. 2019), and it is suggested that this object
could be a left over planet core. Clearly, it must have
reached that part of the disc after the WD itself formed.
The detailed formation simulation studies performed until
now (Veras et al. 2014, 2017) have considered neither the
correct sizes, nor compositions. Our study has investigated
for the first time the kind of parent objects that may in-
deed give rise to such planetary cores. Nevertheless, none
of the planets that we have simulated has an intact sur-
viving core. The mitigating circumstances could be that
our simulated pericentre distances were insufficiently large
to allow for the core survival by means of its higher den-
sity alone. More likely, we would require to repeat our hy-
brid simulations albeit utilizing SPH formulations that in-
corporate internal strength. Previous studies tentatively ar-
gue that an object held together by internal strength could
indeed avoid disruption (Bear & Soker 2013; Brown et al.
2017; Manser et al. 2019). The hybrid model therefore has
the potential to identify the most likely parent-objects lead-
ing to the initial formation of a comparable iron core and
its accompanying disc, which would later evolve to give rise
to the SDSS J122859.93+104032 observables.

6 SUMMARY

In this study we employed a novel hybrid model introduced
in an accompanying paper (Paper I) to study the typical de-
bris discs that emerge from tidal disruptions of rocky dwarf
and terrestrial planets, covering a range of masses, pericen-
tre distances and semi-major axes between 3 AU and 150
AU. For the scenarios mentioned above, the resulting semi-
major axis distribution at the end of disc formation bears
a close resemblance to a bi-modal disruption distribution,
produced after the initial flyby of the disrupted progenitor.
However, the departure from the analytical impulse approx-
imation distribution is apparent when the pericentre dis-
tance is either a small (<10%) fraction of the Roche limit
or alternatively close to the Roche limit, which could be
explained by major departures from the aforementioned im-
pulse approximation assumptions. Our innermost orbit for
the disc semi-major axis dispersion is approximately con-
stant (to a factor of a 2), validating similar results for stellar
tidal disruptions that also refuted the ’frozen-in’ approxima-
tion in the energy spread of bound debris (Stone et al. 2013;
Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz 2013; Steinberg et al. 2019).

We also show that repeated disruptions in the bound
debris disc eventually flatten out the power-law size distri-
bution of each individual disruption, finally settling on the
numerical minimum of a single SPH particle. The timescale
of disc formation completion in our hybrid models is com-
patible with that found in our full SPH simulations in Pa-
per I. All of our hybrid simulations are 91-100 % complete in
just five orbital periods of the original progenitor. Tidal-spin
up is also consistent with the full SPH simulations, although
here we statistically quantify the phenomena. As much as 70-
80% of the fragments have rotation periods less than twice
the known 2.2 h cohesionless asteroid spin-barrier. Resolu-
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tion convergence in semi-major axis distribution is deemed
relatively unimportant between 50K-500K SPH particles.

Finally, the unbound mass fraction is around 50% for
all the disruptions modelled here. We characterize the prop-
erties of such ejected debris that then become interstellar as-
teroids, possibly similar to the recently observed ’Oumuam-
mua’ and ’Borisov’ interstellar objects coming through the
Solar system. Unbound fragments follow a power law size
distribution with a ∼4/3 exponent, and we show that iron
core fragments rotate faster than rocky fragments. We also
find that tidal disruption of massive Earth-mass objects can
eject very high velocity (up to several times the Sun’s rel-
ative velocity) interstellar objects, which might provide a
smoking gun signature for their origin.

Finally, we briefly discuss how our results, and in par-
ticular the bi-modal regime of tidal disruptions which might
help explain the origins of Tabby’s star variability, the tran-
sits of ZTF J0139+5245 and possible surviving planetary
core around SDSS J122859+1040 from disruptions of dwarf-
planets.
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Figure 11. Fragment size distribution after the complete disc
formation using the hybrid model, for a tidally disrupted Kuiper-
belt dwarf-planet analogue (a = 150 AU and q = 1R⊙) around a
0.6M⊙ WD. Fragment radii are plotted as a function of their semi-
major axis. Each fragment is depicted by a circle whose size is
scaled with the number of its constituent SPH particles, and the
colour coding represents different compositions (see underlying
colorbar).

the minimum size. In Figure 11, however, we show an ex-
ample with a different outcome. Here we simulate a Kuiper-
belt analogue at a = 150 AU and q = 1R⊙, using the hybrid
model. All other models with q = 1R⊙ qualitatively result in
the same outcome as Figure 11. The plot shows the size dis-
tribution of the fragments at the end of the simulation. Frag-
ments that are as large as 150-200 km and have relatively
tighter orbits compared with the original object, are pass-
ing within the tidal sphere without being disrupted, which
eventually leads to the cessation of the simulation.

This result is puzzling, since we expect the disruptions
to continue, and the distribution to flatten, as previously
mentioned. Here we report that the reason for this outcome
is numerical, and indeed not physical, as follows. Given the
initial resolution of the hybrid simulation of 200K SPH parti-
cles, the number of SPH particles comprising even the largest
of the fragments in Figure 11 does not exceed 500. This low
resolution seems to have a significant effect when modelling
mild disruptions with a large pericentre distance. In order to
test the hypothesis that a higher resolution would produce
a more accurate outcome in this regime, we take a charac-
teristic fragment from the inner annulus in Figure 11, i.e.
with characteristic values R = 150 km, a = 0.75 AU, q = 1R⊙
and a pure rocky composition. We model this fragment’s
tidal evolution with full SPH simulations (as done in Paper
I), but for only one flyby, using three different resolutions:
0.5K, 5K, and 50K SPH particles. In other words, we test a
fragment resolution similar to that of the hybrid model, as
well as one-order and two-orders of magnitude greater. The
outcomes are shown in Figure 12.

The relative sizes of the constituent SPH particles are
easily noticeable in the first panel (12(a)), in which the time
corresponds to a position outside the Roche limit. Each reso-
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0 215

(a) t=13000 s.
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Figure 12. A top-down snapshot of partial tidal disruptions of
three super imposed pure rocky fragments with a = 0.75 AU and
a pericentre distance of q = 1R⊙, around a 0.6M⊙ WD. The frag-
ments differ only in resolution: having 0.5K (dark-blue), 5K (blue)
and 50K (light-blue) SPH particles respectively. The disruption
outcome is shown (a) after the initial tidal encounter outside the
Roche limit, and (b) after the fragmentation phase. Only the high
resolution simulation results in the expected outcome of tidal
breakup into 3 sub-fragments.

lution is also depicted by a different colour: dark-blue for the
lowest resolution, blue for the intermediate resolution and
light-blue for the highest resolution. Already at this early
stage we see a significant difference between the outcomes
of each simulation, whereby the fragment distension clearly
correlates with the number of its constituent SPH particles.
The second panel (12(b)) captures the stream subsequent to
the near-completion of the fragmentation phase, following its
gravitational collapse. However, this fragmentation actually
occurs only in the highest resolution simulation, splitting the
original object into three separate sub-fragments (two nar-
row residual streams are in the process of conjoining with
the right and left sub-fragments), while the two other lower
resolution simulations show no sign of similar behaviour, and
the original object remains whole.

We conclude that for tidal disruption simulations with
a large pericentre distance, near the Roche limit, the reso-
lution must be sufficiently high in order to generate physi-
cally plausible results, or else the SPH code requires some
other modification. This issue never manifests itself in any
of our simulations with pericentre distances of q = 0.5R⊙
or lower, regardless of resolution. Previous similar studies
(Veras et al. 2014, 2017) have reported no dependence at all,
for any value of q, for resolutions beyond merely ∼1000 par-
ticles, however these authors utilize a very different N-body
numerical model. This provides a hint as to the possible
cause.
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We have found that a possible solution to this prob-
lem is to lower the artificial viscosity parameters in the SPH
model. We postulate that under certain conditions, the ar-
tificial viscosity, if allowed to operate unchecked, does not
operate only when particle convergence occurs, but also acts
to slow down neighbouring particles as they overtake be-
cause of differential rotation. We have successfully verified
that lowering the artificial viscosity parameters by a factor
of two fixes the problem in the intermediate resolution sim-
ulation. Lowering them by a factor of 4, further fixes the
problem even in the lowest resolution simulation. We how-
ever remain cautious with regard to the possibility of sys-
tematically reducing artificial viscosity in the SPH model
(currently we implement fiducial α and β values of 1 and 2,
respectively, as typically suggested by Schäfer et al. (2016)),
and propose that this merits future investigation of various
artificial viscosity treatments.

How might these issues affect the hybrid model inter-
pretation of results? Conceptually speaking, they are of little
consequence. We propose that for the size distribution out-
comes of simulations with q ≤ 0.5R⊙ there is no effect at all.
When q nears the Roche limit, we must simply postulate
a flat distribution outcome, rather than rely on the hybrid
model final outcomes, since our ability to increase the res-
olution indefinitely is unrealistic, and the artificial viscosity
treatment requires additional studies. Our investigation in
Figure 12, however, proves that the flat distribution outcome
is physically sound.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by
the author.
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